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It could have been the way it was displayed
There it sat, parked at a very deliberate angle Behind glass,

much like the transparent plastic bubble-windows of boxed toys. lt was so

strategically placed that onlookers mysteriously gravitated towards it, their breaths fogging the

window as their mouths gaped in awe. And itwas a spectacle. With its sleek cantilever design thatswept grace-

fully from headsetto rear hub, it was a rolling icon to be commanded by the young atheart The long banana

seat hovered above the frame on three slender posts, its glitter sparkling The front wheel was small, 16 rotating

inches that housed a sporty drum brake, straddled by long chrome suspension forks. Easy Rider - the long and

low chopper Peter Fonda cruised across America: thats the essence of the 0range Krate.

ln 1891 lgnaz Schwinn came from Germany to make a living doing whathe did best, building bicycles

The glory days preceding the nauseous fumes olthe Henry Ford era were populated with some 300 bicycle

manufactures and 10 million cyclists on primitive American roads (C&C 1B). Competition was tough but if a

c0mpany could build a bomb proof bike customers would Ilock to its doors. Schwinn succeeded. During the



ensuing 50 years-through two

wars, the Depression, and the

mid-century baby boom-the
Schwinn bicycle became an

American staple and, like count-

less other immigrants of the time,

lgnaz Schwinn realized the

American Dream.

During the early

decades of cycling, bike shops

were slimy back alley pits of
grease, where homespun mechan-

ics tinkered with hand-me-down

monkey wrenches and plumbing

supplies. As America entered post

World War ll prosperity, Schwinn

realized that the shade tree

mechanic repelled customers of

the newly emerging suburbs.

Goods needed to be displayed

'polished and encased in glass,

like jewels at Tiffanys' (C&C 56-

7), Schwinn called this a 'Total

Concept Store,' a place that junior

could drag his pops to beg for the

Schwinn jewels. lt was a premier

store, with premier bikes, worth

the extra cash. "Your product is

better and commands a higher

price," boasted a regional sales-

man (C&C 68). They knew howto

attract post-war consumers, but

they needed the product that would

propel the company into the future,

Sting-Rays and Krates were to be

the answer. The company ignited a

bike obsession in a generation of

American kids with its Sting-Ray

and Krate lines, bringing Schwinn

to its zenith as an American syn-

onym for bike. While the family

control of the Schwinn empire has

dissolved, the Sting-Ray and Krate

bikes have reemerged in the late

1990s-part American memory,

part 21st century global marketing

savvy.

Al Fritz was a produc-

tion worker in Schwinns Chicago

bicycle factory, where he worked

his way up to executive vice-pres-

ident over the course of 40 years.

Fritz is credited with the invention

of some of the coolest rolling

imaginations ever to hit the lots of

suburbia. ln 1963, he noticed a

trend with California kids. They

bought 20-inch bikes with wild

handlebars that were designed for

1940s paperboys, added a boat-

shaped 'Solo-Po10" seat for a dol-

lar, and had a blast. Fritz said,

"The whole package looked like a

good time."

Fritz built a prototype.

Schwinn thought he was out of his

mind. Frik responded, 'lts going

to sell." Production began and

Fritz spent the next 18 months

showing the new Sting-Ray line

across the country. By the end of

that same year, 45,000 rides sold,

and two million were cruising

through neighborhoods in five

years. The Sting-Ray sold for $70

to $140-a lot of money for a bike.

But it wasn't just a bike that

Schwinn was selling; it was a

frame of mind and an image.

Television's C aptai n Kangaroo and

Boys' Life magazine promoted

these machines with encouraging

comments. Bikes styled after

Fritz's design accounted f or 60

percent of the bike market during

the 1960s because, as one kid

said, ill dig that crazy styling'

(c&c 70-3).

Style was crucial;

"You're not cool unless you have a

Schwinn" (C&C 73), said one 60s

youngster. The Krates were target-

ed at the pre{een segment of the

market. Following the lead by the

Big Three auto makers in Detroit,

Schwinn brought muscle car

styling to this line of crazy cool

rides. 'Compared in its advertis-

ing to a fine sports car,

lthey]...forever changed the way

kids thought of bicycles' (Dawid).

Taking the frame of a Sting-Ray,

Schwinn added a five-speed gear-

ing system, complete with top-

tube mounted 'Stick Shift," and a

'slick{hick' rear tire. These liber-

ating bikes were two wheeled, traf-

fic light dragsters. They had all the

options. With chrome fenders

over each wheel, the rear one

slightly curved upwards, they

emulated Detroits designs. Sissy

bars allowed the "driver" to sit far

back on the seat, grip the monkey

bars, check out the upcoming traf-

fic in hanging mirrors, note the

speed on the speedometer, and flip

the headlight switch for drag rac-

ing the neighbor at dusk. Pulling

the drum brakes at the end of a fast

run left a dark black skid mark on

the pavement, like the big cars.

There were color options

as well. 0ver the course

of the Krate's heyday, six

flavors tempted the tastes

of refined kids: 0range,

Apple, Lemon Peeler,

Pea Picker, and the

very rare Cotton Picker

and Grey Ghost. Said

one enthusiast, "Krates

weren't so much a revolu-

tion as they [were a] fully

loaded Cadillac.' ln '1970, 
a

five-speed Krate sold for

$94.75, living up to the price

range expected of a Caddy, too

(Dawid),

The Krates held a spe-

cial place in the minds of the lucky

suburbanite kid able to con his

parents into investing in his

imagination. Today, some 30

years after they hit the market, the

appeal of the Krates is still strong.

The Schwinn web site,

(www.schwinn.com) includes col-

lector forums, where enthusiasts

discuss the world of bicycle

collecting. Everything from

Schwinn's early days is valuable

and considered in detail-
original paints, handlebar

grips, wheels, chain-guards,

serial numbers. There is a

huge market for reproduc-

tion parts and the restora-

tion of classic Krates and

Sting-Rays. lronically,

these crazy rides are once

again appealing to the gen-

eration for which the mus-

cle cars were designed. A

wonderfully restored, or,

better yet, an original Krate

can sell for $1500 or more.

ln 1997 the Schwinn family

held an auction in Chicago,

lllinois, for the one-millionth bike

to roll off the factory assembly

line, a 1968 Orange Krate, which

sold for $16,100 (Gray), The

Krates are a fabulous icon from an

era of post-war excessiveness,

and the continued nostalgic effect

that they have on the American

market is evident in their reintro-

duction.
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Aiming for the 20-

through 40-year-old buyer mar-

kets, Schwinn, in 1998, reintro-

duced the 0range and Apple

Krates in limited production. That

year Chief Executive 0fficer
Tom Mason said, 'This is the

Schwinn equivalent of the

Volkswagen Beetle. [We are bring-

ing the bikes back becausel the

70s retro thing is still on fire"

(Shore). lt is a brilliant strategy of

companies to bring back the

images and feelings that resonate

in the minds of a large segment of

the population. But where has the

company gone in the years since

its inception?

When lgnaz Schwinn

immigrated to America, he

undoubtedly saw the possibilities

of fulfilling his American Dream.

The industry and Schwinn specifi-

cally, shifted from a form of effi-

cient transportation to packaging

childhood toys in the "Total

Concept Stores" of suburbia.

lnitially Al Fritz, the developer of

the Sting-Ray and Krate lines of

bikes, took a child's idea of fun,

and made it a reality for millions of

young bikers across the nation.

This tangi-

ble reality,

created by a

bicycle,
marked the

pinnacle of

the Schwinn

family
empire, and

the true ful-

fillment of

0ne man's

vision to get

America
rolling.
Today the

company is no longer a family

enterprise, but a multinational cor-

poration.

ln the window of the

bicycle shop, the replica of the

0range Krate is poised with a

sticker reading $549.95, its head

tube now brandished with a label

that reads "Made in Taiwan.' So

goes the American Dream.
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Retro Today
theresa rumore

Theresa Rumore captures popular things from the
past lhat rernain popular tnrlay.

Things thatwere popular and new in the past are still popular today, although for a dif-

ferent reason. Take, for example, records. They were popular until tapes came along, and now

CDs are mostpopular, butrecords can still be easily found. Why? They continue to spark the

imagination. They are now retro. The same applies to the 51/4" floppy disks which preceded

the current 3 1/2" floppy disks. Technology moves so quickly that it is hard to keep up. Now

we have ZipTM disks which are making floppies as retro as cassette tapes made eight-iracks.

What's retro changes quickly. You have to keep your eyes open!

From typewriters of the 1950s to Johnny Rocket's (a popular burger joint / soda foun-

tain which stands out as retro, from the miniature jukeboxes that play for five cents, to the pic-

tures on the walls) retro can be seen all around us. Clothes and shoes can be retro. As long

as the imagination is involved, anything can stay alive,
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he revolution
mike zoebelein

is the iMac the end ol an era?
Born on January 24

1984, the Macintosh ignited the

fire storm of the Personal comPut-

ing revolution. Maciniosh, pro-

duced by APPIe ComPuter

Corporation, challenged and

exceeded every comPuter conven-

tion of the time.

About Size

Macintosh revolution-

ized the idea of size. Before Mac,

computers were large, chunky

boxes that took up a whole desk.

ln 1984 the first "portable" com-

puters hit the market. They were

the size of a suitcase, weighed

around 50 to B0 pounds, and cost

$6,000 to $10,000, ln contrast,

Macintosh was a small 21

pounder with a

nine

inch screen, a footprint smaller

than a pad of paper, a mouse, and

a price of $2,495. While

Macintosh was making fast com-

puting affordable, IBM was lag-

ging.

About Perlormance

Just two years earlier, in

1982, the first IBM PC cost about

$5,000 and was the slowest com-

puter available. lt used an lntel

B0B8 processor which could only

process information eight bits at a

time,

IBM's PC of '1984 
had

an engineering oversight which

almost cost them their entry into

the computer market. This PC

used an lntel 8086 which delivered

instructions 16 bits at a time (this

is referred to as 16-

bit architec-

ture.) The

problem was

that the bus,

the gateway

through
which all

inf ormation
passes,
could only

handle eight

bits of

i nstructions

at a time.

lnformation was bottlenecked as it

passed to the processor. So the

second generation PC was not

much more than a very expensive

version of a popular toy of the

time, the Atari.

The Macintosh took full

advantage of 32-bit processing,

which made it fast enough to han-

dle graphics, an innovation, since

computer interfaces of the time

were text only. The Macintosh was

the second computer ever released

to use a Graphical User lnterface

(GUl). A GUI is a desktop envi-

ronment with icons, a mouse, and

menus. GUls are the standard

today. That little Macintosh was

the only computer in that price

range released with a mouse. The

only other computer at that time to

have a mouse was ihe Lisa, also

produced by Apple.

Lisa was the first com-

puter ever released with a GUl.

She debuted in '1982, the same

year the first IBM PC was released.

IBM had the most outdated com-

puter on the market. Apple had

the most advanced. IBM was too

large a corporation to compete.

Every decision had to pass

through an endless bureaucracy,

so by the time the PC was

released, it was at least three years

out of date. The PC was a very

stale computer.

a'
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0t iginal 1 g84 Macintosh

The Lisa was far from
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perfect too; it cost $10,000. ln

order to work, Lisa had to be

stuffed with Random Access

Memory (RAM). RAM was outra-

geously exPensive in 1982. The

Lisa was heralded as the comPuter

of the future. lt had stacking win-

dows, a desktop, and a "trash can"

for disposal of deleted files.

Microsoft did not have any of the

features the Lisa offered until

1995, when Windows g5 was

released. Apple was '13 
years

ahead of the trend, a trend the

company pioneered.

The Macintosh rrvas

designed to be user friendly, the

computer for everyone. Apple

strove to become the Volkswagen

of the computer industry, The

Macintosh was stunning. When

you turned it on, the screen lit up,

a smiling computer appeared, it

made an audible pinging sound
just to tell you it was waking up

(unheard of in that era), and there

you were inside a computer that

wanted to be your friend. The com-
puter had a personality-a very

warm, friendly personality.

For all its innovation,

Apple did not actually invent the

GUI or the mouse. Xerox, Apples

largest investor, did, ln lgl7
Xerox hired the country's brightest

computer minds for its new

screen from Xerox

research facility named Xerox

PARC. PARC had nearly unlimited

resources and had developed a

$50,000 computer called the

ALT0. The ALT0 used a GUI and a

mouse, but it was nowhere near as

impressive as the Macintosh. Most

computer historians agree that

while the ALT0 invented many of

the conventions we use in comput-

ing today, Apple invented the rest,

Apple was allowed only two one-

hour demonstrations of the ALT0.

One demonstration was seen by

Apple president Steve Jobs, and

the other rlvas seen by programing

genius Bill Atkinson. The ALT0

proved to Apple executives that

computers could work differently.

Apple then had to make the ideas

come true. Apple has traditionally

had the best programmers in the

industry. They were somehow able

to jam more power into a smaller j

box than anyone had before. The l

ALTO was the size of a table. The

Macintosh was the size of a pad of l

paper.

The iMac was released

in 1 997 in an effort to revitalize the

failing Apple computer. lt was

brought to life when former CEO

Steve Jobs was reinstalled and

came from a $150 million dollar

investment in jection f rom

Microsoft, The original Macintosh

had become retro, so the iMac was

retro from the beginning.

The iMac is built into a

compact all-in-one box. The

screen is larger and in color. lt is,

by far, the friendliest computer on

the market-the computer still
smiles at you when you turn it on.

It has a one button lnternet con-

nection (the "i" in iMac stands for

lnternet). The iMac took the com-

puter industry by storm with its
low price and impressive features.

There is a handle on the back for
portability-just like the

Macintosh.

The design of the iMac

is by far its most contemporary

feature. lt looks like a computer

from the future, all curves

and available in a variety

of colors, which is great

in a world dominated by

nasty, boxy, beige-

coloured PCs. The

mouse is way funky, the

keyboard is compact , the

computer is bright, and

the CPU is blazing, even

on the lowest-priced

model. Sadly, with

Apple's history as the

1..
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Microsolt Windows 1.1 screenshot, ca. 1984
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tive company, its bound to be

copied.
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Cultural icon

0r consumer

addiction?
During the

cola wars of

the 1 980s,

Americans

learned how

attached they

had become to

a soft drink.

\
growr

Mom brainwashed me into believing that Coke was put here when

God created heaven and earth and that Pepsi-Cola was the Antichrist. Mom

never let me order a Pepsi when we wentout to eat, and she would not allow any of my friends
to bring Pepsi into our house. When a Pepsi commercial came on television, she would make us turn the chan-

nel like it was a clip from a filthy movie. When I was eight years old, Mom arranged for my sister, herself, and

me to have a Christmas portrait together, and she made all of us wear Coca-Cola shirts. One summer, she

announced that we were iaking an exciting family vacation. I thought, maybe Hawaii, Europe, Alaska, or New York

City, lt was, instead, a weekend in Atlanta at a Coca-Cola convention. That was only the beginning.

My mother was a Coca-Cola collector, ln her spare time, she spent hours contacting other collectors
and shopping at garage sales and flea markets in search of the next bit of Coca-Cola memorabilia, Mom
crammed our house with Coca-Cola collectibles. Kitchen walls were covered with Coca-Cola trays and cabinets
were stuffed with Coca-Cola glasses and cups. 0ur refrigerator, plastered with Coca-Cola magnets and filled

ng up, my qother yas a coke freak.



with Coke, stood near the Coca-

Cola Phone that played a Coca-

Cola jingle. BY the Phone sat her

pride and joy, the Coca-Cola cal-

endar. Each December, Mom
eagerly headed to the local Coca_

Cola Company to obtain a copy of
the new Coca-Cola calendar. ln
the living room, the buitt-in
shelves reached to the top of the

cathedral ceiling laden with a dis-

Play of Coca-Cola bottles, toy

cars, and pocket knives, The

walls were elaboratelY hung

with dozens of Coca-Cola

paintings, signs, and

mirrors. Downstairs,

our family room's built-
in shelves overflowed

with an international

collection of Coca-

Cola cans. The walls

were coated with framed

Coca-Cola puzzles. I lived

in a Coca-Cola museum

where neighbors and friends
came just to gawk at the colossal

accumulation of what my mother

called 'treasures of the world,s
perfect drink.'

I have indelible child_
hood memories of the turmoil my
household went through when

Coke's original formula vvas

replaced with New Coke, My
mother went crazy. She wrote

angry letters to Coca-Cola and

made irate phone calls to the com-
pany demanding that the original
formula be put back on the market

and threatening a boycott by die-
hard Coca-Cola collectors if ii
were not. She grieved for hours on

the phone with other 'Cokies.,

She spent many sleepless nights
trying to locate individuals who
possessed botfles of the original
formula so she could savor the fla-
vor of her only true love, the origi-

nal Coke, Her rage paid off when
the original formula was restored
and New Coke was forever put to
rest,

My mother was not

alone in her obsession with Coke.

Millions of Americans took sides

in the Classic Coke-New Coke tur-

moil as the Pepsi-ites looked on.

For a briet period, the flavor of a

soft drink was a national issue that
told us as much about the
American obsession with Coke as

it did about the companys mega-

battle for market share.

0n Aprit 23, 1985, the

chairman of Coca-Cola, Roberto

C. Goizueta, made an announce-

ment. "The best has been made

even better, " he proclaimed

(Hartley 160). After g9 years, the

Coca-Cola Company would aban-

don its original formula for a

sweeter, less fizzy formula, which

they named "New Coke., New

Coke was the drink of the future.

The company's action gave birth to
the "cola war,' the biggest, most
heated corporate marketing batile

ever between Coca-Cola and
Pepsi-Cola. Coke s formula

chanqe was a response to Pepsis

nationwide promotion, 'The Pepsi

Challenge,' which was the largest

taste-test ever launched. The

results of the taste{est revealed

that'in blind taste-tests, Coke

drinkers preferred pepsi' (God,

What a Blunder: The New Coke

Story). ln responding to pepsis

market challenge, Coca-Cola,s
management failed to consider
how much Americans were addict-

ed to its original formula
Americans were enraged as

they viewed the elimina-

tion of the original for-

mula as the destruction

of a national icon. As

a result of Coca-

Cola's foolish modifi-

cation, Pepsi-Cola

began to dominate the

cola war as its sales sky-
rocketed while Coca-

Cola's plunged. Coca-Cola

took New Coke off the market

and replaced it with the original
formula, now dubbed "Coca-Cola

Classic,' just two and a half
months later (Hariley 168). The

original formula had become
'retro" within that short period,

What was old, indeed, and had

been taken completely off the mar-
ket, was new again. Coca-Cola s

decision to revert back to the orig-
inal formula caused Coca-Cola's

stock to climb to the highest level

it had reached in 12 years, from

$61.87 to $84.50 per share, a

35.5% increase. By early 1986,

the stock reached an all-time high

market capitalization of $110 mil-
lion. Today, almost 15 years later,

Coca-Cola remains America,s pre-

ferred soft drink as it is the undis-
puted leader of the $25 billion
soft-drink industry (God, What a

Blunder: The New Coke Story).
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The popular reaction bY

Americans to the substitution of

New Coke was equallY as dramat-

ic as the market reaction.

Americans, one observer noted,

'were outraged' (Most Consumers

Hated New Coke). Coca-Cola

received an average of 8,000 calls

a day from outraged consumers.

Angry Coke drinkers claimed that

New Coke tasted like 'sewer

water" and 'furniture polish. They

called the new formula "Coke for

wimps" and "two-daY-old PePsi'

(God, What a Blunder: The New

Coke Story). Coca-Cola also

received more than 40,000 letters

of complaint in the short two-and-

a-half month life of New Coke

(Hartley 167).

lndeed, public reaction

suggested that something more

was happening to America and to

Americans than a simple commer-

cial upheaval. lt was an emotional

upheaval as well. Loyal, even psy-

chologically
dependent on this

soft drink, Amer-

icans equated the

change in this sta-

ple of modern

everyday life to an

entirely undesir-

able and unexpect-

ed change in their

own identities.
'Changing Coke is

like God making

the grass purple or

putting toes 0n our

ears or teeth on

our knees," wrote

one consumer.

Another wrote, "l

couldn't have been

more surprised if

someone had told

me that I was gay."

Still, others elevated oke to the

level of God and couniry. "There

are only two things in my life: God

and Coca-Cola. Now you have

taken one of those things away

from me," said one. Changing

Coca-Cola is'like spitting on the

flag,' said another (God, What a

Blunder: The New Coke Story).

Scarcity of old Coke

prompted hoarding and stockpil-

ing. 0ne Hollywood producer

rented a $1,200 wine cellar to hold

his 100 cases of old Coke. 0thers

scalped it. Black marketers sold

the original formula for $30 a case

and looked for ways to import it

from other countries. Some help-

less addicts had it shipped to them

f rom Montreal (God, What a

Blunder: The New Coke Story).

Strident loyalists in Seattle came

together and formed the group 0ld

Coke Drinkers of America. lt laid

plans to file a class action lawsuit

against the Coca-Cola Company

for taking old Coke of{ the market,

but the lawsuit never transpired

(Hartley 167), The announcement

of the resurrection of old Coke

received 'coverage normally

reserved for disasters or diplomat-

ic crises" as it was reported on

every evening network news

broadcast. Even Democratic U. S.

Senator David Pryor of Arkansas

rejoiced on the Senate floor when
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magazine photo by Philip

he said, A verY meaningful

moment in the historY of America,

this shows that some national

institutions cannot be changed"

(1 68),

The cola war eventually

subsided as did the irate manifes-

tations of American attachment to

Coke. However, the attachment

continues; it could, in fact, be

argued that it is growing worse. ln

March of 1998, for examPle, two

Georgia students were susPend-

ed from school for wearing

Pepsi shirts to school when

Coca-Cola executives were

visiting. The PublicitY

earned one of the stu-

dents an invitation to

appear on the TodaY

show and David Letterman

(Georgia School Drops

Suspension of Pepsi

Kids)

ln some cases,

the All-American soft

drink is the object of true

physical addiction as in the

case of a woman in her late

30s who is an outpatient at

one of the most expensive psy-

chiatric hospitals in the United

States. While most of her addic-

tion treatment group is being

treated for drug or alcohol abuse

and depression, she is being treat-

ed for a Coke addiction. Without

10 to 12 cans a day, equivalent to

four liters, she becomes nauseat-

ed, shaky, and anxious enough to

contemplate murder (Miller,

Chris).

So dedicated are we

Americans to our consumerism

that a relatively inexpensive solu-

tion of sugars, water, flavorings,

and carbonation can shape our

existence. From a mothers pen-

chant for over-exaggerated home

decoration, to a pop-culture war

on the level of an American foot-

ball rivalry, to a psychiatric disor-

der, if the Coke phenomenon tells

us anything about ourselves, it is
that a consumer product can

change our lifestyles. lf a 50 cent

can of fizz has the power to influ-

ence us in this way, what could do

worse?
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the modern
It is most imPortant to look at the

role objects play in our lives. Many things

aren't made to last very long, and our interac-

tions with them are brief. Much of what makes

special things like comic books, cartoons, and
toys is the fact that they're powered by the
imagination, spurring long, fantastic day_
dreams. lsn't it much healthier than watching

commercials, which entice us into having

Well, lolks. i! looks like trouble has once aqain
hil our beloved imagine-nalion. Moosylvania.
Thal villainous scoundrel. Ted leMonde. has
kidnapoed Sherman. the 0resident of
Moosylvania !

(rhe caper of our capacity for image)
arisplacing of imagination

wholly ghost writer / optical slapstick by jon minerich

Luckily, our hero, receiving a smoke signal
from Sherman's Dad, the loveable Mr.
Peabody, dons the Kirward Derby & begins the
adventure !

needs that seem to fulfill our desire to feel

accepted?

Where the imagination ends, reality
begins, and at a point in human development

the time spent exercising the imagination
wanes, at least for most of us. There to replace
it is an entire mindset based on saving time,
being productive, working toward an accept-
ance necessary in the absence of imagination.

the

,ime running out lor Sherman?

ln this context it is important to

observe the role that objects, consumed items,

play in our lives. The real kicker is that adver-

tising is using the mind to create these 'neces-

sities,'whose interactions with us are brief and

unre-markable in our memories. lnstead of the

internal imagination working on the external

reality, the process is reversed.

Consider, however, the accou-

trements of our childhood. Comic books, car-

toons, and toys - our imaginatives - are

special because of the time we spend power-

ing them with the imagination, enmeshing us

in long, fantastic daydreams. lsn't it much

healthier to mentally leap and twirl in the

clouds than pull the same old ideas out of a

box?

Today's kids are growing up with little

attention paid to the preservation of imagina-

tion. Finding ones place in the leagues of

superheroes is a thing of the past, except for

Saturday morning. Kids give their imaginative

Meanwhile, while in the clutches ol that nefari-
ous businessman, Ted leMonde, head of NET

tNc@...

@

PFouucenS oF THE DlGtToASasq *

RetA oxav?

usrrrg Peabody's way-back machine, our hero
lir' ; himself tumbling...

...inlo Ted's yesleryears, & the disappoint-
ments 0l crushes & classical music - the per-

lect entry point inlo Ted's lost imagination.

%
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tions are dependent upon how much time we

spend pursuing them. Too many reruns make

television boring, so perhaps we read our 0ld
comics and books, if they haven't turned into an

investment. The important thing is not so much
the object as what context that object brought
and brings together for us. lt is how these
things make us think that is important - see_

ing a favorite childhood toy or explaining to
someone the exploits ol Ihe Fantastic Four
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Thls is where our hero begins, ol(l) course, ln
order lo find some means ol saving Shermanl

Reed Richards has some bad news for our
hero:

superp0wers away at the push of a button , the
drop of a quarter.,,. Exploration occurs in the
prefabricated w0rlds 0f video arcades, sh0p_
ping malls, and department stores. Even the
lnternet brings its wares t0 hungry eyes and
minds; theres n0 longer any reason for the
search. Are attention spans dwindling because
of this? How many commercials fit into two
minutes?

The things that capture our imagina_
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The catastrophes ol adolescence really got lo
poor Ted, it seems...

...and so our hero's only course of action is to
aller the empty plots of Ted's imagination!
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to find new ones to buy, A person's collection

of convenience objects, when this mentality is

widespread, becomes a measure 0f success,

and the imaginatives are ultimately filed away

only as collectibles.

The real tragedy occurs when these

"collectibles are finally only looked at as

objects and, even worse, investments. The

comic book and baseball card industry has

become rooted in this consumer-investor

And now, with the success ol the DigiToaslerTM,
& Ted's evil scheme, will our hero make il in
time?

-rdaN HU/uRxrr{ rs..

Already next year's DigiToasterrM is being
designed s0 that last year's can be lhrown away

- all pafl ol Ted's insidious plan!
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Not even his childhood crush, Lucy Van Pelt
could save him lrom the clutches ol conven
ience...

mentality, and they make their money relying

on you, the consumer, to pick up 0n the gim-

micks, the expectations,

The imagination isn't lost 0r stolen--
only misdirected. "Maturity" often means

responsibilities like making ones own lunch or

0utgrowing toys-entering the world of adults.

The idea is to strive for success, but whose

idea of success? Should creativity only be

praised when it is productive in the world of

money and commodity?

il

Our heto lollows Ted's paper lrail & wonder. :

How much do we resemble tape recorders? ll e

are constantly replacing our obiects the wi f
they replace sounds. What role does Ted pla',
then?
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The wholly ghost writer may be a master

of disguise. lt could be you, even.

A w,'rd fron aur sponsors: lnvented in 1974 by Erno Rubik, the Rubiks cube found popularity in the early
1980s in the thnited States4ue to an economic embugo (Hungary, where Rubik lectured at the Academy of
Appiied Arts and Crafts, was a Warsaw Pact cnuntty at the time), this popularity occurred years later than in the
c1untries 0f Eutlpe and Japan. Recent resurgent interest in the cube can be appeased with one welt-placed inter-
net search. !
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meaninglessness
the trickster archetype

matthew supko

in cartoons

are C'
an m00re

ters, etc.) this Pattern is our cul-

ture, and it does saY things to us

and about us-and it is everY bit

as much art as ancient Greek

sculptures like Kritios BoY, or Zen

Bhuddist traditions, or, saY, native

lolklore'
It is curious to note that

much of ancient folklore served as

'entertainment' in its daY, too

(though in manY cases it also

served a religious function). 0ne

of the most universal and beloved

symbolic characters-PerhaPs

because he is the most 'entertain-

ing -is the Trickster, who

appears in mYthologies as

vast as Native American

(Coyote), Norse (Loki),,

and Greek (0dyesseus).

The Trickster is a wonder-

fully retro character-an

ancient idea that retains its

appeal even today. And this

exact same figure, a charac- '

ter as mysterious and old as

humanity itself, is still at work ful-

filling his ancient functions in

American cartoons.

2) old man coyote

0kay, Here's a plot

for you, The protagonist

(we'll call him C-, for purposes

of subtlety and obfuscation) tricks

a couple of antagonists into chas-

ing him. When his furious pur-

suers begin closing in on him, he

dives into a tunnel, runs through

it, and quickly barricades the other

side. Then C- alters his appear-

ance (puts on a fake mustache,

dons a feminine wig, wipes mud

over one eye, however you choose

to imagine this), runs to the front
of the tunnel, and encounters his

conlused antagonists. He asks

them what is wrong, and they

reply that C- has most cruelly

tricked them, and they are trying to

catch him. The disguised C-
offers his services to them, and

they gratefully accept, The dis-

guised C- runs into the tunnel,

announces that C- is indeed

inside and looks awfully menac-

ing, then proceeds to make

screaming and pounding noises

to simulate a fight. He emerges,

disheveled and beaten, and

announces that C- was just too

tough for him, so the antagonists

say they'll go in themselves. They

an American cartoon? The answer

is, I have described both. The plot

I have summarized comes directly

from "Coyote and the Bear

Women," a Native American folk

tale, but it could just have easily

been any number of American car-

toons; one would only have to

change the protagonist from C-
(Coyote) to Bugs Bunny, or

Speedy Gonzalez, or any number

of cartoon heroes,

The major difference is,

of course, that 0ld Man Coyote is

paid more lip service by modern

scholars than Bugs Bunny. But in

his own day, stories of Old Man

Coyote were told reverentially,

yes, but also as entertainment-

instructive, moral-reinforcing

entertainment. Coyote stories,

according to Lopez,

serve two primary func-

tions: on the surface,

they entertain, playing

on social tensions, as

Coyote recklessly vio-

lates cultural

taboos and is

made to suf-

fer for it. 0n a

deeper, more sub-

conscious level,

however, 'the

irreverence of ...

Coyote only serves, by contrast, to

reinforce the existent moral struc-

ture" [Lopez 661. ln this way, the

stories discourage young children

from misbehaving by making the

violator look ridiculous.

The Trickster can work

in a number of ways: he can trick

someone else into violating a

taboo; he can act as the hero, out-

witting his bumbling opponents,

making them look ridiculous in

the process; or, he can become

the subject of ridicule himself.

1) meaningless entertain-
ment.

One of the most pecu-

liar notions in American culture is

the popular concept of 'meaning-

less entertainment." There exists

a common, frequently-voiced

belief that American pop culture

creates empty, symbolically hol-

low, and morally vacuous images

for the express purpose of keeping

people glued, cowlike, to televi-

sion sets and/or movie screens,

drooling intellectual invalids.

This is the common argum

against television and US pop cul-

ture: it is shallow and purpose-

less and aspires only to keep

viewers watching so the corpora-

tion that produces it can continue

reaping advertising revenue.

This argument is really

just a shining example of people s

blindness to themselves. We are

so inundated by our culture that

we can't perceive what it really

means to us - although it sur-

rounds us and reinforces its ideals

subliminally every day, just as in

@ 20th Century Fox

every society. The notion of an

image which has no meaning,

which simply entertains, strikes

me as totally impossible. To sug-
gest that any symbol has no

meaning is insane-symbols, by

their nature, serve as subcon-

scious reminders of the things

they represent. We are not pro-

ducing, nor can we produce

chaos: there is always a pattern to

what we do, and that subliminal

pattern underlying our scripts (the

tired, often-lambasted plots, the

worn-out stereotypes of charac-

original sketch by Chuck Jon€s

enter the tunnel and begin groping

around in the dark, at which point

the disguised C-, outside, sets

up a pile of sticks at the entrance

and starts a fire. The antagonists

proceed to complain that there

seems to be a fire outside, but the

disguised C- simply tells them

that it s just their imaginations.

Finally the fire gets to the antago-

nists, and C- triumphs over his

larger foes.

, Now, have I just

described the plot to a folkiale, or



3) the tricksler who deceives
others.

0f all the trickster types,
this is easily the most archaic and

outmoded. lt recalls puritanical

notions of the devil, who was

known to tempt erstwhile, gullible

young men and women into vice

and depravity. The intention of

this type of trickster tale is to dis-

courage such immoral activity by

showing the fall of an innocent

person to a wily Trickster; the pri-

mary distinction between the puri-

tanical Trickster and the Native

American version being that the

Native Americans retained respect

for the Trickster, lavishing con-
tempt only upon his foolish vic-
tim, while the Puritans reviled the

devil, feared him, and damned him

to hell, etcetera.

A classical trickster tale

of this sort, originating among the

Plains Cree lndians, is 'Coyote

Marries a Man." ln one village

there lives the son of a chief, who

is so handsome he is beloved by

all the girls, yet he does not wish

to marry any of them, dismissing

them as 'not good enough.'

Coyote proceeds to disguise him-
self as a beautiful girl and win the

hand of the young man. The two

settle down together, and soon the

wife becomes pregnant. When the

children are born, however, they

are revealed to be puppies. The

vain young man realizes he has

been tricked, and the entire village

laughs at him. He runs off in

shame, vowing to marry the first

woman he comes across. He

meets a scraggly, ugly woman

whose physical grotesqueness

disgusts him, but he marries her

anyway out of pride, in an effort to

restore himself. When the two

return to the village as a couple,

however, the ugly woman reveals

herself to be Coyote, and the

chief's son is put to shame yet

aga i n.

Modern parallels to this
aren t particularly common any

time), Roadrunner, Popeye,

Huckleberry Hound, both Heckyl

and Jeckyl, the chicken hawk

thingy Foghorn Leghorn always

tries to pick on, Jerry the Sadistic

Mouse, everyone who ever bested

Dick Dastardly in the Wacky Races

(why did they keep letting him and

Muttley in if they always cheated,

anyway?), Silly Squirrel, Secret

Squirrel, Woody Woodpecker,

Chip and Dale, etcetera. 0f

course, they always need some-

one to triumph over, and in many

cases this is another type of

Trickster.

5) tricksters who are sub-
jects ol humiliation.

However potenily moral

the Tempting Trickster is and how-

ever revered and famous the

@ illsbo Goldwyn Mayer

enough to be tolerated by today's

society. And despite the clear

shining obviousness of the mes-

sage of such characters, most of

the time they are viewed as mere

entertainment, with their message

registering only on a much sub-

tler, more subconscious level,

The best classical

example of such a Trickster comes

from the Winnebago lndians.

Coyote, while walking through a

forest, comes upon a certain type

of herb which proclaims, he who

eats me will defecatel' Coyote,

ever defiant, asserts, 'l will eat this

plant, and, surely, I will not defe-

cate, and promptly eats the chat-

tering sprout. Wrthin minutes he

begins expelling gas, in a general

crescendo of comic absurdity,

beginning with a few insignificant

toots and ending with enormous

more. The only real example seen

in American cartoons is the small

angel/devil apparations that

appear beside a character s head

in times of indecision. There is

one particular Porky pig cartoon

where the devil prevails over the

angel, tempting Porky into steal-

ing, which action later sees him
punished, humiliated, and over-

come with guilt. ln the Christian

tradition, however, Porky is

redeemed by repentance, as he

apologizes to his angel and ban-

ishes the devil.

What both of these sto-
ries have in common is a certain

overtly preachy didacticism which

simply doesn't go over very well

in today s cynicism-ridden televi-

sion landscape. The messages

are too clear, too unsubtle: avoid

vanity, don t steal, etc. 0ne thing

a modern audience simply will not

accept is being preached to;

didactic pieces are hurriedly torn

apart, satirized, and generally

ridiculed. The deceptive antago-

nistic Trickster carries too many

connotations of retro cheesiness

for use in modern cartoons out

side of, well, retro cheesiness.

The concept was already pass6 bv

the time of the famously violent

Tom and Jery cartoons of the

early 60s, wherein angel/devil

manifestations would appear to
Jerry when he had his antagonist

Tom in a tight spot (caught in a

mouse trap, poised unwittingly

below a rigged bowling ball, etc.);

the angel would entreat mercy for

the cat, but the devil would merely

hurl his halo away or kick him

swiftly in the posterior and Jerry

would go ahead with his maniacal

revenge, 0f course, Jerry is really

a Trickster of the next sort.

4l tricksters who outwil

larger oPPonents.

This is the classical

American Protagonist: the small,

clever guY who outwits his larger,

ill-intending foes through his cun-

ning and resourcefulness. For a

classical examPle of

this, one need look no

further than what is Per-

haps the most influential

and over-reworked of

ancient ePics, the

0dyessY 0dYesseus,

the innovative, shrewd

hero rePeatedlY tri-

umphs over adversitY

through his suPerior

wits; he stuffs his ship-

mates' ears with wax

during the passage by

the Sirens, gouges out

the Cyclops eye, and so

on. The story I summa-

rized earlier, Coyote

and the Bear Women," is also a

great classical example of this

variety of Trickster.

ln American cartoon

mythos, this character is almost

invariably the protagonist, the

underdog who unexpectedly tri-

umphs. 0f course, the reigning

lavorite of all American cartoon

characters (sorry, Mickey) falls

under this category: Bugs Bunny.

Bugs, via his innumerable tri-
umphs over his enemies, not only

exerts his own ingenuity, but

humiliates various American

stereotypes, among them Elmer

Fudd (game hunters), Yosemite

Sam (unscrupulous rednecks),

and Marvin the Martian (xeno-

Phobes). That is the dual purpose

of this sort of Trickster: to exert the

moral/natural superiority of the

clever underdog, and to ridicule

inappropriate behaviors and belief

patterns by vanquishing cariaca-

tured buffoonish opponents,

Other American cartoon

characters of this species of

Trickster include (but are not lim-

ited to), Tweety Bird, Speedy

Gonzalez, Daffy Duck (some of the

Underdog, the Self-debasing

Trickster-the clown-is the

closest to the American con-

science. He is the most poignant,

the most socially ingrained-the
buffoon is the only blatantly

didactic device we have left, really,

because he is the only one cynical

v t. i 1i
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searing blasts of air that send

Coyote careening over forests and

villages. "Ah, but I did not defe-

cate!"notes Coyote gleefully as

the gas subsides. ln the timeless

tradition of comic irony, Coyote of

course begins dribbling out feces,

slowly at first, until finally it
becomes this steady and rather

disgustingly well-described wall

of poo, chasing Coyote even as he

stumbles painfully away from it,

until he finally climbs up into a

tree, where the pile of feces rises

even to meet him. 0n the surface,

the story is simply low puerile

comedy,'meaningless entertain-

ment," but the message it holds is

potent: don't challenge nature.

The trick is, the message is so

cleverly hidden beneath the humor

and the rapidJire ironic events

that the audience doesn't even

realize its being moralized and the

notion is absorbed quietly, without

argument, directly into the indi-

vidual conscience. The reason for

this is that, to a large extent, peo-

ple identify with the Trickster.

They fear the sort of humiliation

that comes upon him and so learn

from his 'mistakes, even if his

mistakes are only mistakes

according to the particular story.

There could have been another

story where Coyote ate the weed

and didn t defecate, after all-but
no one in the audience is likely to

consider this.

0f course, with today s

televisual culture thriving 0n sar-

casm and cynicism such as it

does, it is little surprise that this

has become the predominant form

of modern Trickster. And the great

patriarch of these is, naturally,

@t Hanna Barbarir

Homer Simpson. He's easily the

most famous element of the

already-classic The Sinpsons.

His bumbling 'd oh! has become

an American catchphrase-he s

revered as a sort of cultural

hero-yet he's really just a buf-

foon whose antics are derided

weekly. Most episodes see Homer

display socially unpalatable

behavior in some form.

ln one episode, Homer

invades the retreat of actors Alec

Baldwin and Kim Basinger and

befriends them, only to turn

around and sell tickets to see them

to celebrity-crazed fans. He ends

up being deserted by everyone he

loves in the end. The message is

clear: celebrities need privacy and

need to be respected like normal

people.

ln another episode,

Homer has to go to Manhattan to

retrieve his illegally-parked car,

dreading and cursing New York

City all the time. He ends up hav-

ing a miserable time of things

while the rest of the family,

delighted at the prospect of visit-

ing New York, has a wonderful day

tainted only by Homer s clownish

antics. The message here is:

don't be a pessimist, and, of

course, you must love New York

City.

ln a third episode,

Homer purchases a handgun to

protect his family but becomes

reckless with it, forcing his wor-

ried family to abandon him. The

meaning: don't be careless with

guns, and always respect your

lamily's wishes.

ln yet another show,

Homer befriends a coworker but

begins criticizing him harshly

once he realizes hes gay, 0nce

again, everyone gets angry at him

and Homer ends up outnumbered

and humiliated. The episode is
clearly a didactic piece against

homophobia.

What is especially

notable is that in all of these

ePisodes, Homer s punishment is

that he not only looks foolish, but

that everyone who loves him

grows angry at him or deserts

him-playing on a very tender

modern fear of social isolation.

This same general pat-

tern applies to a number of mod-

ern cartoons, among them Johnny

Bravo (Johnny s overwhelming

vanity is the source of much

ridicule), Ren & Stimpy (Ren's

reckless arrogance and repeated

betrayals of his endomorphic

friend Stimpy bring him to sad

ends much of the time), and Cow

and Chicken (Chicken, another

heedless and arrogant ectomorph,

mocks his sister Cow, only to end

up in the clutches of the devil,

forcing Cow to come and rescue

him)

While ihese messages

can seem pretty simple and

straightforward, the lact is that

muc

on account of their nonchalant,

ironic presentation. No viewer

wants to subject themselves to

that sort of humiliation personally,

though they enjoy laughing at the

fictional perpetrator. The message

is plain, yes, but because it's

delivered in such an appealingly

sarcastic way, it is left unques-

tioned and can, therelore, be care-

lessly absorbed by the youthful

conscience. lt is only in retro-

spect that I can really see how

much many of these cartoons have

influenced my moral judgement of

things. For example, the antics of

Daffy Duck, attempting to out-

show Bugs Bunny in various car-

toons, did much to convince me

that upstaging people and

demanding attention are whiny
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and generally wrong. Really, I

think it's due almost entirely to

cartoons that I ve grown up with
the idea that comic irony is actual-
ly a fundamental principle of the

universe, as terrible and binding
as Fate I still worry about being
excessively arrogant, and I never

say obvious statements like,

whew, I m glad that's over,,' or,
'no matter what, I will never do
this-or-that,' lor lear of comic-
ironic retribution, What I'n say-
ing,here, is, this is powerfulstuff.

6) the residuat effects of the
trickster in us culture.

The Trickster may well
be the last real potent piece of
didactic mass-media art (such

others as the do-gooder hero and

the gullible victim long ago lost
their sting, their edges blunted by

the relentless tide of progressive

cultural sarcasm). As such, he

carries quite a lot of moral weight.

It is difficult to actually gauge the

effects cartoons have had on peo-
ple, since most everyone has
grown up with them and there is
no direct link between actions

depicted in cartoons and subse-
quent actions enacted en masse in
the real worid, but I think the evi-
dence is nonetheless clear: their
impact is enormous, Iargely

because they're viewed as innocu-

ous and subtle When something

is imbibed on a mass scale, such
as cartoons, and (for most people)

from such a terribly early age, and

in such an unconscious fashion
(the average viewer doesn t really
bother really to analyze cartoons
for their projected morals), the

influence on the subconscious is

formidable. Stories are very pow-

erful things. What seems like a

mere series of events to the con_

scious mind can be a powerful set

of morals to the subconscious

mind. Consider Aesop,s fables,

Jesus parables, Zen koans.

Actually, what I think I m really try_

ing to say is cartoons practically

areZenkoans. They're short, sim_
ple little stories that mean more,
and on a much deeper level, than

is immediately apparent.

Having discerned the
agenda (whether intentional or
unintentional) of cartoons, what
are their creators trying to teach?

To tell the truth, I don t really

believe most cartoons are really
made with a conscious moral pur_

pose in mind any more than
Coyote stories were invented or
retold by storytellers who had

meticulously graphed out every
little moral nuance the stories

were meant to convey-but that
doesn t make them meaningless.

The morals of the stories reflect

the beliefs of the cultures that
originate them: every civilization
reflects its ideals in its art-
and-even more-it teaches

them. Each culture holds that its
beliefs are not just moral, but
absolute-eve n universal, IhaI,s
why contemporary American car-
toons are so fixated on the nega-
tive consequences of social
evils-that is our generally held

understanding of what evil is, not
simply what we are trying to pres-

ent evil as.

Which is not to say
sorne savvy writers don,t know
what's going on. Warner Brothers

animator Chuck Jones' infamous

Trickster, Wile E. Coyote, seems a

pretty obvious tip of the hat to the

old archetype. Even The

Simpsons writers are aware of
their ties to ancient cultures: in

one episode, Homer confronts his
spirit animal, who turns out to be,

yep, a coyote. But, again, I still
doubt that these shows' writers
map every episode out for some
intended moral effect-their
moral ideals slip into the scripts
quietly, stealthily, subl iminally

7) the inescapable symbol-
ism of the collective uncon-
scious.

So what is the Trickster,

then, if he's so inexorably tied to
our subconscious minds, our col_

lective unconscious? Barre

Toelken summed it up nicely:
'[the Trickster] is the exponent of
all possibilities through whose

antics and actions we see our_

selves and the moral ramifications

of our thoughts' ILopez xix]. The

Trickster is an archetype, one of
the most powerful and enduring,

an idea somehow inherent to
human nature and culture, a recur-

ring and often contradictory fig-
ure. The psychologist Carl Jung,
whose pioneering work on collec-
tive unconsciousness/archetype

theories has made this essay pos-

sible, was himself very interestecj

in the nature of the Trickster,

describing him as 'a faithful copy
of an absolutely undifferentiated

human consciousness,.,cioser to

the animal psyche'lJung 174].

So the fact is, the rea-

son the 'meaningless entertain-

ment' appears so meaningless to

us is because the meaning and the

method are still so much parts of
us we can't even see them

Cartoons work like laws of nature,

rather than moral assertations,

from our perspective. lt,s like
gravity. Everyone is constanily
under its dominion, yet nobody I

have ever met walks around per-

petually and consciously aware of

the fact that they are under the

influence of gravity. This is the

reason that the Trickster character

and his potent message always

evade detection in entertainment:

he s still too ingrained in us, and,

as everyone knows, it is impossi-

ble to see oneself. But, as I keep

insisting, this doesn't make

American pop cultural entertain-

nenl meaningless, I can t con-

ceive of anything consciously cre-

ated by human beings that could

Possibly lack meaning. By means

of our very consciousnesses, we

imbue, into everything we create,

fragments-like ghosts-of our-
selves.
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StrIENtrE FItrTIEN HAS trtrNSISTENTLY
PREDItrTED MA,NY TEtrHNtrLtrGIES-BUT EVEN

TH E E REATEST FUTU RISTS trAN N trT TRU LY
ES trAPE TH EIR trWN TIM ES

ln 1955, a man with the

unassuming name of Walter Miller

wrote a story, "The Darfsteller."

The 60-page work concerned the

future of the theater, and Miller

saw the ancient human ritual

being transformed into a realm of

automatons, acting out prepro-

grammed scripts, and influenced

by personalities downloaded from

the last great human performers.

Before animatronics, before mini-,

much less micro-computers,

Miller described androids made of

plastic and steel, controlled by a

central computer constantly inter-
preting feedback and adjusting.

Yet, for the modern readet the

story takes on an almost comic

quality when Miller describes the

storage mechan ism f or the

mechanical dolls' lines and

actions - tapes. Not even mag-

netic tapes, but giant reels of

punched metal, like some futuris-

tic player piano. For all his scien-

tific predictions and visionary

foresight, Miller could not truly
predict what the future would hold.

ln fact, barring some divine inter-

vention, even thb most brilliant of

future-seers cannot truly see

beyond the horizon, beyond the

boundaries of the science of their

own age.

Many writers simply

,)
ll

imagine and create such things as

'force fields," 'light sabres, and

'death rays' in their works, with-

out attempting to fit them to the

laws of science as we understand

them. These works belong in the

respectable, but separate, genre of

fantasy. The true futurist, especial-

ly the science fiction author, tries

to proiect what might be possible

while still remaining within under-

stood limits of science, like a foot-

ball player trying to make powerful

plays without going outside the

boundaries. Jules Verne usually

earns the title of the first major

science fiction writer, because,

while he was predated by others

like Mary Shelley, Verne was the

first well-known, highly publ ished

author to attempt to logically and

scientifically create scenarios for

the future. Before the Wright

brothers at Kittyhawk, before

Watson and Crick, before Einstein,

before NASA, and before electron-

ic computers, Verne wrote about

space travel, deep-sea sub-

marines, and mutant humanoids.

He took universal ideas, like

"m0nsters" and traveling under-

water or in outer space, then

attempted to create a logically

consistent, scientifically based

framework in which these things

could exist. His Dr. Moreau used

selective breeding to produce

giant half-man beasts, Captain

Nemo constructed a metal craft

that could withstand the ocean

depths, and a large cannon pro-

Pels men to the moon. These

things worked within science as

Verne understood it, Armed with

advanced scientific knowledge, we

now poke holes in his ideas, but

Verne did a tremendous job given

lvhat little he had.

While Nemo destroyed

whaling vessels, his H,G. Wellsian

contemporaries fought off aliens

and traveled through time. All of

this took place decades after a

tn6AR RrC[ 8URfi0U6[y

less, or boiling hot and sulfuric,

not supportive of any life as we

know it. The vehicles and robots

run on "atomotors," needing

essentially no refueling, yet the

robots' memories come stored on

bulky electromagnetic coils or

printed on metal tapes. The robots

have full artificial intelligence, but

the idea of a'personal" computer,

non-robotic, innocuous and sim-

ple enough to be used for crock-

pot recipes and greeting cards

rather than astrophysics, is never

mentioned, Lastly, the stories lack

a few major elements of the true

future, in that they contain no pol-

lution, little mention of gender or

racial equality, and no mention of

radical concepts like integrated

chips or printed circuits. The

robots and aliens did not seem to

mind, however.

From the 1940s into the

1950s, atomic power and its hor-

rific child, the atomic bomb, began

taking center stage in future-point-

ed fiction. Everything would still

be powered by pocket-sized atom-

ic batteries, but now the reader

began to delve into worlds

destroyed by atom bombs, or

Slarlling Slories, Jan 1940

Amazing Slories, August 1941

foolish young medical student

brought a custom-built humanoid

to life. lmpressive and imaginative

feats, every one, However, they

become even more impressive

when the authors who imagined

them did so without ever knowing

of electronic computers, quantum

physics, scuba gear, genetic engi-

neering, neurobiology, liquidJuel

rockets, lasers, atomic energy,

solar energy, relativity, and radar.

ln the early 20th century, the genre

started by Verne, Shelley, and

Wells grew in leaps and bounds. lt

was in the 1920s that Karl Kapech

coined the term "robot,"and this

era also brought the first ideas of

nuclear power and real-world

rocketry. As a result, the stories of

this time period find nuclear-pow-

ered rockets taking robots into

outer space. All the planets and

moons in the solar system support

vast alien civilizations, which con-

stantly make contact with, show

the way of peace to, or simply

invade the earth. However, the

aliens come from planets we notlv

know to be either frozen and air-
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intelligent robots that rebelled, or

more of those aliens and mole-

men from the 1930s. The launch-

ing of the first artificial satellites

and the knowledge gained in doing

so allowed science fiction space-

flight to become less conjec-

ture and more hard sci-

ence, and the story

descriptions of space

vessels not on ly

became more sci-

entific but provid-

ed many of the

ideas f or later

real-world con-

structions.
However, with

this new under-

standing came the

universally accepted

idea that outer space

would be a major highway

of the coming decades. The

science of genetics, combined with

a new understanding of radiation

and mutation, now blossomed into

the muiants and giant monsters of

the 1950s pulp magazines. The

development of antibiotics in the

real world spawned "panimmunity"

and 'multicillin" wonder drugs in

science fiction worlds, but no

author predicted antibiotic resist-

Amazing Stories, February 1940

ance. The social attitude of the age

reflected itself both in the 'can-do'

stories about colonizing the uni-

verse, contacting alien life, and

achieving world peace and pros-

perity, and in the more and more

common stories featuring post-

apocalyptic wastelands, atomic

wars, and post-atomic bomb

weapons of unimagined destruc-

tion. Unlimited potential for feast

and for famine existed. Stories

usually assumed the Russian /
Chinese menace would continue to

exist far into the future, always at

stalemate with the forever defend-

ers of truth and justice, the United

States. Finally, the war-driven

development of the British

Colossus and U.S. ENIAC, the first

electronic computers, made most

science fiction writers assume that

sentient robots had come one step

closer to reality, and would surely

exist by the 1980s or so. Atomic

energy would power a civilization

of plastic and steel, sterile and

neat, where robots did the dirty

work while men (not t,vomen, very

much, not yet) traveled light-years

across space. All of it was just

around the corner.

The 60s and 70s found

computers and robots con-

tinuing to hold a high

place, although the

robots of the 40s

and 50s became

somewhat less

common, ced-

ing ground to

an increasing

number of sen-

tient but sta-

tionary giant

computers. This

reflected the actu-

al computers of the

age, punch-card driv-

en monoliths occupying

entire buildings with devot-

ed staffs of experts. Science fic-

tion supercomputers had giant

shafts, full of printed circuits,

driven into the earth, powering

intelligences far beyond human.

Selectively bred and genetically

manipulated superbeings and

metahumans replaced the mystics

and supernaturals of the early 20th

century horror stories. Man s

actual trip to the moon meant that

many older stories, in a way, had

come true, and fueled all the more

the belief that cheap and easy

spaceflight would arrive any day.

Television would become totally

common everywhere, before it

became entirely three-dimension-

al and interactive. No one men-

tioned liquid crystal displays,

though, or bioluminescent panels.

Atomic power still held high sta-

tus, but had begun to tarnish as its

environmental side effects became

more apparent. Computers in the

real world grew smaller, more

practical, and more powerful, cul-

minating in the first semi-home

computers in late 1970s, lt was

still believed, however, that the

'real computers would continue

to be massive supercomputers.

Stories about the ethics of robot

minds, alien interactions, and

manipulating human life gained

new meaning in the context of the

protests and changes of this era.

Science fiction works, including

new mediums like Star Trek,

explored penetrating questions

about right and wrong, alongside

the regular business of dealing

with superhuman robots,

advanced alien species, and the

high-tech weaponry needed to

vaporize them. Lastly, at the clos-

ing of this age, Star Wars lilled

"science fiction" movies out of the

hands of cheap monster flicks and

bad action movies, inspiring

countless legions to become read-

ers and writers of the now tremen-

dously more popular science fic-

tion genre, The irony of this

should be noted, given that Slar

Warswas not, nor intended to be,

anything but a high{ech fantasy,

ln 1982, Timemagazine

named the Personal Computer

man of the year. The BOs had truly

arrived, By 1983, William

G ibson's Neu romance r introduced

the first ideas of a publicly-acces-

sible, multimedia, world-spanning

cyberspace," on which all manner

of good and evil was done, Neural

implants would allow a human to

get full sensory input through a

simple little plug into a computer.

Artificial intelligence became

more a subject of science fantasy,

as the enthusiasm of the 60s and

70s gave way to the realization

that consciousness is far more

complicated than anyone first

thought. Aliens now came from far

galaxies, since our near neighbors

had proved totally unsuitable for

life. Lasers became stable and

usable technology, and began to

become more commonplace in

stories doing things other than

incinerating al iens. Spaceships no

longer just used giant engines,

since it would be a hundred years

to the closest stars, and instead

began to use new discoveries in

physics to warp space and time,

travel through wormholes, and

utilize dimensional rifts. Medical

technology moved forward, and

From the 1940s into the 1950s, atOmiC
pOwef and its horriiic chitd, the

ic bomb
taking center stage...

...the reader began to dglve
destroyed by atom

into worlds

bombs...

alom , began
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the outbreak of AIDS and antibiot-

ic resistance spawned many new

Wide Web would develop as it did,

without extremely advanced neu-

replacing the fading androids.

Giant, blighted urban cityscapes,

supporting tens of millions, went

hand-in-hand with orbital space

stations. The dream of cheap, easy

spaceflight still existed, but had

fewer dreamers. Fewer trips to the

stars, perhaps, but many, many

more trips inside the human mind,

across the veils of alternate

dimensions or realities, and

through the more immediate prob-

lems of urban slums, drug addic-

tion, viral epidemics, poverty, and

a growing gap between the rich

and poor, only exacerbated by

iechnology, the bread and butter of

classic science f iction.

Here and now, standing

on the edge of a new millenium,

we are touched, amused, and

frightened, in turn, as we look

back at the futurists projections of

what our time 'should' be like. We

do not travel to amusement parks

on the moon with $5 rocket tick-

ets, nor do we live in a eudamon-

ic society floating high above the

earth, walking in lush hydroponic

gardens and learning via brain-

implants.0n the other hand,

nuclear Armageddon has not hap-

pened, aliens have not wiped out

mankind, and sentient computers

did noi enslave all of humanity.

What seemed to be cutting edge,

or just beyond it, a decade ago

now seems hopelessly archaic or

chicly retro. Most technology that

exists in our time was predicted, at

least conceptually, by the writers

of the past. The idea for hypertext,

basis of the Web, comes from for-

ward-thinkers of the 40s, and

much of what was predicted is siill
possible, it just hasn't happened.

Partially, the 'failures' come from

ihe fact that writing 'realistic" sci-

ence fiction requires the author to

stories of viral plagues. Atomic

Armageddon still loomed on the

horizon, but androids mostly

yielded to the more reality-based

giant industrial robots. Even as

recently as the late 1980s, howev-

er, no one predicted that the World

ral-interfaces, but simply with

mouses (another idea nobody

thought of back when) and desk-

top computers. The marvels of

genetic engineering would soon

allow mankind to create organic

devices to solve any problem,

stick within a framework that lim-

its one to start with. The idea of

personal computers wouldn t just

be fantasy, but wouldn't make

sense at all, in the 1930s; the

closest an author could imagine

would be some sort of electrical

adding machine. Most interesting,

however, is the idea that many of

our educated, well-supported,

carefully developed projections of

the future will be looked back on

in a decade, or a century, as

quaint, retro ideas from an age of

childlike scientific knowledge and

sadly limited vision. As always,

the most influential things will

come, by and large, out of the

unimagined left field, and our

grandchildren will be amazed we

could live without them.

nally in Astounding

Science Fiction,

Jan.1955.

Gibson,

William.
Neuromancer. Ace

Books,1995.
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opal south
December 13, 1994

Dear Diary-during
break today at driving
school, I tried some ol Beth's

cigarelte. She and Jamie
always smoke during break,

but they never ask me if I
want one. I tried it and il
wasn't because of peer pres-

sure u anything like that
(like that stupid DARE pro-
gram always said in sixth
grade). I just wanted to

try it. II wasn't

bad, but it's noI like
I'm going to start
smokingapackaday
or something

a nti-Go rp o

" Hey,
"l just wanled to try

it." At the time, I thought

the worst thing I was doing

was being rebellious. In retro-

spect, that first puff signified

the beginning of my slave

status to the tobacco indus-

tries. Two months after my

f irst puff of my f riend's

Marlboro Light, the boy I had a

crush on pointed out that I wasn't

a smoker because I wasn't even

inhaling. Embarassed, I learned

how to inhale my cigarette that

same day, so that l, too, could be

labelled a fellow smoker, and feel

like a part of the "in' crowd. I was

also ecstatic about the newfound

high (however small it was) that I

got from my cigarettes. Two

weeks later, though, the high was

gone. Six months later, I was

smoking two packs on the week-

ends at high school social func-

tions, where at least a half a dozen

kids could be

found puff-

ing ativay

at ciga-

rettes.

Two
years later, I

was smoking

half a pack each

day, By my

senior year in

high school, I

had saved up

enough Camel

Cash (one

Camel Dollar

comes with

each pack of Camel cigarettes you

buy, and there is a whole line of

Camel merchandise that you can

purchase using your Camel cur-

rency) to buy two ashtrays, ln
addition, I had contributed more

than 500 miles to my friend's

Marlboro Miles collection (similar

to Camel, five Marlboro Miles

come with each pack of Marlboro

cigarettes), and with his 'savings,

he eventually bought a leather

jacket with 'Marlboro Man'

embro

qui

idered on the back, I

ttwo times-lhe first

in 1996 for one

month; the sec-

a ond attempt

t,vas last

IflS€..,

ht?,,
:. November lor one week,

The Marlboro Man's

lasso was too strong for

me to break free, and Joe

Camel was attractive

because he bought me all sorts

of "stuff." (And who doesn't love

stuff?) I quit soccer my junior year

in high school because I couldn't

breathe and run at the same time,

and I still was oblivious to my

slave status because my fellow

slaves (my friends, my favorite

actors, even my older brother,

whom I worshipped) were such

great company. Now a college stu-

dent, I again am found in similar

company. According to a '1998

survey, smoking among college

students has increased 28.5%

since 1993 (Torrens).

After several decades of public

service campaigns that point out

the dangers of tobacco, one

should expect, or at least hope for,

a decline in smoking in the popu-

lation mostable to know better: the

college educated. So why do the

college educated continue to

smoke? 0uite simply, we are

slaves to a powerful addictive sub-

stance, nicotine. How do we get

addicted to nicotine? Paul R.

Torrens, a physician and public

health school researcher, said,
'Put very simply, advertising

brings [usJ in, and nicotine keeps

[us] there' (Raloff). The advertis-

ing, the nicotine, the 599 other

additives in cigarettes, the"free
stuff' that you can buy," the

hyped-up notions that cigarettes

suppress the appetite act as a de-

stressor and make one s lips look

sexy. All of which originates from

and is promoted by the tobacco

industry, These mega-corpora-

tions cannot be physically touched

and cannot die from lung cancer,

emphysema, or heart attacks.

They are our Masters. They capi-

talize on our human desires, entic-

ing us into purchasing their toxic,

yet addlctive product. And, ignor-

ing our better judgements, we find

ourselves coming back for more

and more, and more, and more.

Smokers should not be gently

labeled "consumers." We are

slaves whose dependency on our

Master will eventually result in the

death of both our free will and our

lives. The Master, however, gains

more power, makes more money,

and does not flinch when the death

toll is announced each year.

Does this notion make you

uncomfortable? As a college-edu-

cated woman of the 1990s, it both-

ers me immensely because I am

as0n

living in a decade that is witness-

ing the resurgence of anti-corpo-

rate activism. This response is a

result of the largest corporate

mergers in history, as well as the

corporate monopolies that have

become more common and legally

acceptable in the past decade. To

name a few, Disney, Coca-Cola,

Microsoft, Exxon and Mobil,

Sprint and MCl, America 0nline

and Time Warner, along with Philip

Morris and RJ Reynolds, generate

a tremendous amount of money.

0ne activist group published a

poster in 1999 showing that the

Exxon-Mobil mega-corporation

generated a national revenue that

was 'greater than the national

budgets of all but seven of the 1 91



How truly ironic that this retro

idea ol anti-corporafe rule

is attracting the same group of

people that constitute a !rory-
ing popalation of smokers!

nations of the world (W.E.P).

Philip Morris was further down the

line, but it still grossed more

money than over 100 nations in

the world.

Student activism in the 1960s

and 1970s was spurred on by the

Vietnam War, the Civil Rights

eration are beginning to protest

their lack of power. Evident, for

example, is the rising population

of vegetarians. Many people in my

age group (myself included) have

become vegetarians because big

corporations literally manufacture

animals: they raise them by the

its products.

Cigarette companies, chicken

farms, meat processing and pack-

aging companies-they are all

corporate Masters. The protests of

the World Trade 0rganization in

Seattle in November 1999 is
another example o{ activism on

the upswing. The group of pro-

testers, made up of hundreds of

diverse groups whose organiza-

iions represented a wide range of

concerns-from AIDS to environ-

mental protection to labor

rights-protested against the

harmful and devastating effects of

free trade on virtually every aspect

of life as we know it, The tens of

thousands of protesters reflected

the increasing public awareness of

the power abused by the corporate

Master.

How truly ironic that this retro

idea of anti-corporate rule is

attracting the same group of peo-

ple that constitute a growing pop-

ulation of smokers! Can I be a veg-

etarian, based upon my firm con-

viction of anti-corporate mistreat-

ment oJ the animals raised for

food, but at the same time smoke

cigarettes? Would I not be ignor-

ing the hypocrisy inherent in using

a corporate-controlled product

which harms the very health my

vegetarianism seeks to enhance?

Do I want to remain a slave to the

industry, a status that can only

result in my death? lf I believe

strongly enough in my convic-

tions, not even the powerful effects

of nicotine can keep me from quit-

ting smoking.

0r can they?

I will attempt to quit, but this

time, I will go a different route-
no patches, gum, or cold turkey. I

stopped eating meat because of

my anti-corporate belief in domi-

Movement, the corruption of gov-

ernment power, and this threat of

big business. The momentum of

these movements slowed during

the 1970s, and the 1980s saw the

generation oJ activists join the

ranks of the very same companies

that contributed to the birth of the

all-powerful corporate machine.

Now, in 2000, the up-and-coming

generation that will eventually

replace the existing work force is

worried, primarily because of the

willingness of both the public and

the government to allow these

gigantic corporations full reign of

the market. The people of my gen-

thousands, store them in pens not

one centimeter larger than their

malnourished frames, and pump

them full of harmful hormones and

antibiotics which consumers then

ingest. Neglect for the well-being

of the voiceless animals, as well as

for the unaware humans, is a direct

result of big businesses. These

vast corporations disregard any

kind of code of ethics in order to

do whatever necessary to pump

out a popular item to consumers

who are unaware of the harm they

are doing to their bodies. Sound

familiar? The tobacco industry

does the same thing in order to sell

nation. Why not try the same

mentality with quitting smoking?

The following paragraphs support

facts about the composition of

cigarettes, the promotion tech-

niques used by the tobacco com-

panies, and the actual statements

made by the corporate executives.

My hope is that I realize that the

lifestyle I currently live, filled with

smoky coffee shops and bars, a

cigarette with coffee, in the car,

between classes, and just to kill

ttme, is constructed by a habit that

makes me a slave and ends with

my Master cracking the nicotine

whip until I crawl onto my death

bed.

Joe Camel: Tobacco,

il can't be bad for you, it's com-

pletely organic.

The Voice in My
iiead: lt's just a rolled-up piece of
tobacco. I an so nuch stronger

ltnn a rolled-up ptece of tobacco.

What I didn t realize when I quit

smoking the second time was that

a cigarette is not JUST a rolled up

piece of tobacco. ln addition to

naturally-occuring nicotine, sever-

f,ilry!finsqumn
INDEPEND{JNCE
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BroughttogouW

fireAmerican
Tobacco Industry
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al studies have concluded that

other additives, such as ammonia,

cocoa, vanilla, cinnamon, and

even heavy metals, are common in

cigarettes. The ammonia 'helps

turn the nicotine in smoke into

gas, rendering it more available to

the lungs... ammonia can increase

nicotine s availability as a gas by

100 times," one research team

concluded in 1997 (Raloff).

The natural flavorings serve to

impart brand preference by the

smoker. You might actually prefer

Camels because of the combined

effect of these 'natural flavorings,'

which not only serve to mask the

otherwise rancid taste of tar and

Withoutyou
buyiqg cigarettes,

tobacco farmers
woulil be forcerl to
grow aetual fooil,
caaslqg a rurplua
tbat lower* prlces
aud makec tblngo
llke brrccoll more

a.ffordable-

carbon monoxide, but keep you a
faithful customer (i.e. an obedient

slave) of the company (the

Master). Cigarettes also contain
'widely varying levels of heavy

metals," indicates one study
(Sumner ll). Tar in your lungs is

certainly an unappealing notion.

How about heavy metals?

It is no wonder, then,

that although 70o/o of current

smokers would like to quit, only

2.5ok are successful (Moskal),

And it follows that, as one article

points out, "The central paradox is

that, while people smoke for nico-

tine they die mainly from the tar

and other unwanted components

in the smoke" ( Nicotine Use After

the Year 2000"). lf cigarettes were

to contain a minimal amount of

nicotine, smokers would be more

likely to notice the rancid taste of

tar-without the addictive side

effects-and be less likely to con-

tinue smoking. Cigarette sales

would drop, the tobacco compa-

nies would go out of business, and

a corporate empire would collapse.

The adverse side of this hypothe-

sis is the attestation of smokers

who switch from a 'regular"type of

lll.tat
Soget out there

ond ilo
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cigarette to a 'light' or ultra-light'

variety; they tend to think that the

lighter variety tastes like air.

Perhaps smokers do like, or at

least become acclimated to, the tar

taste. When I quit smoking the

first time, I had quit for a month

before I caved in and smoked my

first cigarette, I was pleased that I

could admit that the taste was

completely unappeal-

ing. lt didn t matter,

though. The next day, I

had bought my first

pack of cigarettes in

over a month.

Joe
Camel: Smoke now. .

. quit later.

The Voice

in my Head: Why did

I ever believe that?

Why did the DARE

(Drug Abuse

Resistance Education)

program fail to con-

vince me that smoking

was not something I

would ever want to try?

Why didn t similar pro-

grams, aimed at pre-

venting youth from

starting to smoke, alfect others in

my generation? Why did I still

start smoking, even though I knew

it was 'uncool ' and 'bad for my

health?' The answer, of course, is

that the uncool' part was

untrue-all of the cool people at

my high school smoked-and

even though I knew it was bad for

my health, I never knew that it

would be so hard to quit. How

could the word 'addiction' strike a

frightening chord in my 10-year-

old body if I didn't even know what

it felt like to be addicted? Even

though anti-smoking programs

stated that nicotine was more

addictive than the most dangerous

drug, heroin, I never really

believed them. I couldn't associate

heroin addicts (even though the

pictures of them terrified me) with

smokers because heroin was the

drug that would kill you soon after

you became addicted, and tobacco

was the drug that would make your

teeth yellow and maybe give you

cancer when you got to be lifty (to

a 10-year-old, thats a distant 40

years away).

ln 1970, the Lieberman Report

found that teenage smokers so

whole-heartedly believed the anti-

smoking campaigns, which

declared that smokers could quit

if only they put their minds to it,

that they believed they could

smoke for a few years and then

simply stop (http 6). Thirty years

later, kids still believe this. 0ne

recent survey showed that a

whopping 87 percent of daily

smokers started smoking before

they turned 1B years old (Moskal).

This new crop of slaves begins

smoking at 15 (or 13 or nine),

only to realize five years later that

quitting is much harder than sim-

ply saying"no"-due to that

chemical called nicotine that the

DARE officer warned

them about in the

sixth grade.

Growing up

in the 1980s and

early 1990s, I was

accustomed to see-

ing Joe Camel's

messages and bill-

board advertise-

ments, which have

since become ille-

gal, on highways

and local roads. I

was convinced: Joe

Camel-his black

shades, his black

suit, a martini in

hand, and leaning

against a pool

table-was cool. So

how could people

who smoke be

uncool? Perhaps

the real version of a pool hall

could have been used to contrast

the fantastical world of Joe Camel.

How many people can say that the

last time they went into a pool hall,

the colors inside were bold and

bright (instead of dinged from

smoke), the people were wearing

black shades and black suits

(instead of red flannel and skimpy

halters), and there were Martinis

in everyone's hands (instead o1

bottles of beer-some used as

ashtrays, with cigarette butts in

the bottom and ashes around the

t Eopgclally if you inhalo:Call for philip
Morrig ! Enjoy rhe world'e finest tobaccog 

-

-with no worry absut throat irritation.

ATNERTCA'S F'ilESr
C'GARETTE

cREAToRa oF FAr'rous ctoanET?Eg Fon eg yEAng, Al.tlrAyi uNttEn ?HE.Frrr.rp }loRnrs NArirErim)? tobacco companies, which delib- that...cigarette smotiing iauies
Last year, I saw a refrig- erately target youths because they health problems, including lung

erator magnet with a cartoon of are much easier to influence than cancer, heart and vascular dis-
Joe Camel, bald and sitting up in adults. Children have longer life ease, and emphysema...that nico-
a hospital bed. The caption read expectancies, and the Master tine is addictive..,that the tobacco
'JoeChemo.' lf thetobaccocom- hopes to make each one a life- industrymarketsto'youth, which
panies are going to market their long customer, ensuring a new means those under lB years of
product to kids as something that crop of slaves year after year. The age" (Noah),

makes you cool in a fantastical industryknowsbetterthananyone Philip Morris retorted
world, the logical combatant-as that once a person starts smoking, with, 'the issues of addiction and
this anti-smoking campaign the odds are in its favor that that causation are not decided by press
attests-would be to show kids person will become addicted to its releases or press conferences"
the effects of cancer in this same product. (Noah).

fantastical world, ln Birmingham, And a spokesman for
Alabama, on the side of the free- Joe Camel: Hey kids! As the Tobacco lnstitute said, 'The
way,thereisabillboardwithapic- the hip representative for Camel classic definition of addiction
ture of two cowboys, riding into cigarettes,lwantyoutoknowthat does not and cannot include
the sunset. lt's designed to be my clmpany knows of no proof tobacco because there's nothing
reminiscent of the Marlboro Man that indicates that Camel ciga- about smoking that prevents you
billboards. The caption reads, "l rettes are bad for you. So don't from stopping if that's what you
miss my lung, Bob." Perhaps il worry about it. Light upl want to do" (Noah).
this tactic had been used when I The Voice in My But I beg to differ-
was younger, I might have gotten Head: Own up philip Morris, sorry, Tobacco lnstitute,
the message that smoking isn't You knew all along. . .

cool-it causes cancer. And can- November 6, lggg
cer is something that happens to ln March of lggz, Soneone asked me today
realpeople in the realworld. Liggett Co. (maker of why I was quitting snoking,

The blame, of course, does not Chesterfields) made history when and t started crying, and
lie with the anti-smoking cam- it announcpd three things: "We then he said it was too hard
paigns. lt lies mostly with the at Liggett know and acknowledge to quit cold turkey, anyway.

I



It's been tive days and I don't
leel better. I'm depressed,

I'm tired, and I want a ciga-

rette. There's got to be an

easier way.

To the average

American, it appeared as if the

Masters of the Ligget Co.

grew a conscience. Not

only did they admit to

knowing about the dam-

age that their product does

to the body, but they

admitted as well that the

primary target for their

lethal product is the youth

population! Philip Morris,

on the other hand, said

nothing unexpected.

Actually, I can t really fig-

ure out what their state-

ment means. Press

releases and conferences

are supposed to decide 
u

the issues of causation? I

thought that the Surgeon

General decided tfrose I
issues back in 1964.

The slaves to

these industries will try to

avert their eyes because

even they will admit that the habit

is dangerous to the health and

extremely addictive. When I heard

these announcements, it made me

uncomfortable to hear my Master

deny what l, his slave, knew to be

absolutely true. Philip Morris

makes billions of dollars from an

addiction that kills roughly

500,000 people in the United

States alone each year, and as the

cigarette market continues to

expand throughout the world, the

death toll rises. One study shows

that smoking in underdeveloped

countries is increasing at an

alarming rate (http B). The Master

is zeroing in on not only Amerrcan

youth, but citizens of countries

whose budgets are maybe one-

eighth of Philip Morris' net worth.

This is the same gigantic corpora-

tion that manufactures the addic-

tion, promoies the addiction, sells

the addiction at high prices, and

then denies that an addiction even

exists.

I have struggled to free

myself from the Marlboro Man's

lasso. I have come to the realiza-

tion that the college-educated

voice in my head speaks to the

vantage point of retrospection. lt

is only by examining my own per-

sonal struggles with a corporate-

controlled addiction that I can

admit that my own life is corpo-

rate-controlled. Acknowledging

this, I will be a slave no longer.

And not even nicotine can per-

suade me otherwise.
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Heaven on a Motorcycte
Alfair with

justin james mccorkle

Motorcycles and FreedomThe American Love
Millions and millions of

Americans drive cars, trucks, vans,

and sport utility vehicles. But very

few know the freedom of the high-

ways and by ways of America on

two wheels. Americans love free-

dom, the freedom of speech, free-

dom of thought, and the right to

pursue happiness. The Rebel-
the classic seeker of freedom on

individual terms-is an American

manifestation of the desire for free-

dom. Motorcycles are a modern

way of expressing that desire.

I see the recent trend of

increasing interest in American

motorcycling as a kind of growing

up of the population, like

Americans are graduating from tri-
cycles to two-wheelers, a kind of
maturing of the senses and broad-

ening of the mind,

ln the strangeness that

is the modern world, we are all

looking for ways to stand out, to be

a little different, to change our out-

look and to broaden our horizons.

Motorcycles are just another way

that Americans are reaching out. ln
ways tlve can't quite explain, there

is an adveniurous wondrous part

of us that always wants to be free,

wants to be searching for that

something. Something that we

can't quite grasp, something thats
far off and imaginative, it is the

intangible that we are after. We try
to fit in and be unique at the same

time, People try to be both free

thinkers and followers. ln a way

motorcycles give you both,

because you're out there with so

many people, yet, you're utterly

alone.

Bikers have always been

unknown, weird, retro kind of peo-

ple to mainstream Americans. But,

with the aging of the Baby

Boomers, the generation that

flaunted convention in greater

numbers than ever before, biking

is on the verge of becoming a

mainstream trend. Americans are

searching for something to belong

to, something to differentiate

themselves from the crowd, but

not too much. Bikers seem to be

that thing for some of us.

ln the 1950s, there were

several American motorcycle com-
panies. ln the early 1990s only

one remained, Harley Davidson.

Harley only existed because of

dumb luck, Japanese Companies

like Honda, Suzuki, Kawasaki, and

Yamaha were outselling American

and European motorcycles by the

millions. And for good reason-
the American and European bikes

were of poor quality and required

an excessive amount of mainte-

nance. Harley had improved some

in 1980 with the introduction of its

evolution motor, but the bikes still
leaked oil and were slow, clunky,

and downright annoying to most
people.

As the baby boomers
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seemed that Harley, the 0ld

American motorcycle comPanY

that was still in the same factory it

had been in since the '1930s,

couldn't keep up with the demand

thai this generation of riders was

creating. At first, the comPanY had

trouble playing to their motorcY-

cle-buying crowd. For a few years,

Harley tried to produce low cost

motorcycles. But the bikers that

wanted inexpensive motorcYcles

wanted fast bikes or trulY cheaP

ng c0u

produce. Then another American

motorcycle, lndian, re-oPened its

doors. lndian also enjoyed the

heyday of the 1950s but was

forced to close up shop because it

was unable to keep pace with its

Japanese competitors. Some time

in early 1990s lndian came ofJ the

line with a huge hunk of iron-a
'1950s-style bike that would have

made Carnegie himsel{ wince

(iron and steel? Andrew Carnegie?

if you don't get it you weren't

meant to!).

The bike

was fabu-

lous, in

sales,
anyway.
When
tested, the

bike per-

formed
terribly,

---.,,:orders

were ru ng , even at

each. lndian had the Baby Boomer

crowd pegged {rom the start. TheY

wanted to rekindle the rebel-cycle

of the 1950s. They wanted a retro

bike. lt didn't take Harley long to

catch on-their Fat Boy saved the

day. Today the Fat Boy is HarleY's

number one selling motorcycle,

not because of its performance or

versatility, but because it is a rep-

resentation of days gone by. With

Harleys flagship bike, the comPa-

ny has managed to capture i 9 Per-

cent of the American motorcYcle

market (28 Cycle World).

Motorcycles may be

more dangerous than the cars

people usually drive-but that is a

part of the thrill, the street lights in

a blur and the naked chrome of

their tail pipes shining against ihe

city night,

It's like a movie--

motorcycles and the life that ihey

represent are a kind of grown-up

fantasy like Grease, or West Side

trm Jr ,S

I ne of the greatesf things in the world is to see

a Wife 0n a sport bike out-running her

Harley Davidson husband-

Spruill Sfory. lt's a world in which every-

one is young, young because the

iron horses make them young,

young because they don't think

about aging or work or money

beyond the next tank of gas or

couple of beers. The bikes bring

back that Friday night fantasy

world where yuppies really aren't

yuppies anymore. 0n the road

everyone is the same: vulnerable,

yet in control, in control of their

destinations, of how fast they go,

of how slow they go, of whether

they ever come home. 0f course,

they will come home because it is

another fantasy world, a fast,

wind-blown one, but a fantasy

world nonetheless,

It's a dream not only for

the riders, but for the booming

motorcycle industry as well. 'The

number of registered motorcycles

has increased by 30 percent over

the last eight years...6.6 million

motorcycles and scooters were on

the road in the United States in 98

as opposed to 5.1 million in 1990'

and "45 percent of all owners had

attended college, as opposed to

40 percent in 'lgg0' (28 Cycle

World).

Harley isn't the only

company to profit from the Friday

night 1950s dream. The great

icons of Japanese motorcycling

aren't lost in a functional time warp

either. The 'big fout" Honda (now

an American company with a

Japanese name), Yamaha,

Kawasaki, and Suzuki are all pro-

ducing big cruisers and American-

style motorcycles in addition to

their high speed and high perform-

ance sport and sport standard

motorcycles. The big four are also

doing better than ever. These com-
panies, venerated by several gen-

erations of bikers, are successfully

catering to a new crowd while

refusing to ignore their traditional

customers, thus widening their

market base in tandem with the

new American giants.

Kawasaki is currently

leading the way with its new W650,

a remarkable Triumph-like bike

with old styling and modern fea-

tures carefully disguised. The

650's Briiish styling fools many

people into thinking it's a 1950s

Triumph, even among those who

are "enthusiastic about old

Triumphs...all were flat-out fooled

by Kawa-

saki's new

W650.' The

bike's true

and complete

retro style is

a true return

to the old. ln

fact, 'Kawa-

saki...first
manufac-
tured the

624cc Wl in

1966,"
meaning
that, in recre-

ating the old

Triumph-look, Kawasaki was not

only bringing back Triumph's old

style, but also bringing back an

old Kawasaki. The irony, of

course, is that despite the resur-

gence of Triumph and several

long-lost American brands,

Kawasaki has most authentically

turned back the clock. 'That

W650 really is a blast down mem-

ory lane," said Cycle World editor

David Booth (38 Cycle World).

Power a1d speed have

always gone hand-in-hand with

American Friday night macho fan-

tasies, do that while some trade in

their Kevlar knee pucks for good

old American lron, others find the

lure of 200-miles-an-hour to be

irresisti ble.

The race for the hearts

and minds of many a biker rests

not in looks alone, but in the right

hand twist grip, the throttle. Speed

is the undeniable seller of many

motorcycles. Some care not if
their iron horse is shrouded in a

plastic bubble, as long as, when

they hit the twist, the world

becomes a blur and the widely

spaced street lights blend into a

long, yellow-white streak.

The reigning speed

king, which has ruled the streets

for more than a decade, the

immortalZX 11, has recently been

usurped by Suzukis powerfully

named GSX.I300R Hayabusa, the

Falcon. The Falcon also has a

popular heritage, going back to

the mid-class GSXR750s of the

1 980s.

The proud heritage of

the ZX 1.1 goes back to the late

1980s, when Tom Cruise piloted

the bikes predecessor, the ZX 10,

in the popular movie Top Gun.

Kawasaki fulfilled the desire for

speed once again. Their new ZX



12 was aimed at recapturing the

title of Worlds Fastest Production

Motorcycle. Mindful of modern

bikers' demand for faster and

faster bikes, a Kawasaki

spokesman quipped, 'we didn't

build the ZX12lo be slower than

the Suzuki" (35 Cycle World). The

claimed base horsepower of the

ZX 12 is 180. 'lt's more power

than current Superbikes make

when winning championships. lt's

more power than produced by the

average car" (28 Cycle World).

The passion for speed

is powerf ul in the hearts of

Americans. ln the 1970s and early

1980s American automobile man-

ufacturers ignored it and suffered.

Chrysler nearly closed its doors.

ln this century, motorcycle com-

panies aren't likely to suffer the

same fate. These rice rockets are

so {ast, even dental records won't

help.

There is room Jor

knights and even more ladies in

the open road kingdom. The

stereotypes of women bikers no

longer hold true. Many of today's

women of the road are middle

class housewives out with their

husbands. Not content to ride

sidesaddle with their men, the

women ride their own bikes. And

why shouldn't they? One of the

greatest things in the world is to

see a wife on a sport bike out-run-

ning her Harley Davidson hus-

band.

Riding a bike separates

a woman from the crowd more

than it does a man. Macho and

bikes have been a part of

American culture for decades.

Female bikers are still rare, espe-

cially in America, but their num-

bers are rising. Female motorcy-

clists have increased from 6.6 per-

cent o{ the market in 1990 to B.B

percent today (35 Cycle World),

while motorcycle ownership in

general has increased a whopping

30 percent!

Those numbers are like-

ly to continue to rise as the motor-

cycle continues to be a fast, con-

venient, and affordable ticket to

the freedom of the open road.

As the generations of

the'1950s and 1960s have grown

up, the motorcycle has definitely

grown with them. So, is the

motorcycle the two-wheeled foun-

taln of youth? I certainly think so.
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The Restoration of Retro
betsy spruill

The art and stylings 0l a classic culture
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sylvia elliott

For a Brief
Moment, the

World was

Focused on a

New Beginning.

A penetrating expres-

sion of peace, beauty, and solidar-

ity was evident around the world

on December 31, 1999. For twen-

ty{our hours, the population of

planet Earth was focused on a new

beginning. Even though the time

measured to mark this millennium

is on a Christian calendar, lslamic,

Buddhi$, Hindu, and Jewish peo-

ples joined in celebrating the

arrival of the third millennium. lt
was as if people put their wars and

conflicts on hold in order to cele-

brate. Whether celebrations were

private, with friends and family, or

with the world, we have shared the

glory, revelations, disappoint-

ments, tragedies, victories, and

breakthroughs that brought us to

that day. We are the survivors of

the end of the second millennium.

We know more today than we did

ten years ago; t,ve have more

access to people and information

than ever before. We have

advanced in thought, science,

technology, media, medicine, and

decision making. For many peo-

ple in ihe world the barrage of

facts and information have forced

us to set new attitudes and per-

sonal goals that will benefit our

well-being and our future in pro-

found ways. We are closer to the

world and it is closer to each of

US.

Expeciations of what the

arrival of the third millennium

would bring created anxiety for a

lot of people. There was talk of

terrorist attacks and computer fail-

ures that would delete the memory

of all the world's vital data.

Governments around the world

worked around the clock to find

ways to protect computer systems

from fiiling. The United States

government spent $1.7 billion to

update and fix systems so that
planes wouldn't fall out of the sky
or so that people wouldn't lose
their assets. The media coined a

nickname for this would-be phe_

nomenon. They called it the y2K

computer bug, short for year

2000. Thousands of people

stocked up on basic supplies,
while others built bunkers where

they stored food and necessities

suff icient for them to remain

buried for as long as a year.

Like many Americans,

the biggest decision was not

where to store food supplies but

where to celebrate New Year's Eve.

For a millennium celebration to

remember for a lifetime, ihere

would be spectacular fireworks,

ceremonies, festivities, and rejoic-

ing. Hotel rooms in major cities

around the world had been booked

since January 1998. Beach hous-

es along the Gulf Coast of Mexico

in Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,

and Louisiana were popular spots

for celebrations. Wherever people

ended up on New Year's Eve, they

could watch millennium celebra-

tions around the world on televi-

sion through 24 time zones.

Two million people

stood in New York City's Times

Square at midnight, 3.5 million on

Rio de Janeiro's sandy waterfront;

hundreds of thousands stood at

the foot of the Eiffel Tower in

Paris, the Vatican in Vatican City,

the pyramids in Egypt, the

Acropolis in Greece; and Hong

Kong staged an $8 million

blowout. By the time technology

moved us around the globe,

through 24 time zones, we were

one. For that moment, people felt

safe, connected, and hopeful.

ln reflection, it is hard

to determine what the most impor-

E



tant breakthrough of the past one

thousand years might have been.

It could be the Age of

Enlightenment and the break-

through thoughts and discoveries

of Gallieo, lsaac Newton, or

Charles Darwin, who introduced

the importance of science to the

world. Queen lsabella of Spain

was an exceptional figure, She

supported Columbus and his

exploration to the Americas which

opened the doors so that all of

Europe could lollow and discover

the New World for themselves.

The Africans, who had been travel-

ing to this world for centuries

before the Portuguese or

Columbus, trading goods with the

natives of this land, were also

important contributors to the his-

tory of the last millennium.

Many of the hoPes and

dreams for the future of the pio-

neers from Europe and Africa and

their descendants are now real-

ized. The newcomers ol the mid-

dle centuries oJ the millennium

blended their cultures to shape the

remarkable culture of America.

We could see the seeds that root-

ed our culture in the countries

representing the seven continents

that were presented in celebra-

tions around the world that day.

The survivors of wars and atroci-

ties, sicknesses and diseases, felt

victorious if only for the moment.

Many returned to war, oppression,

sickness and disease; they went

back to torn families, torn coun-

tries, confusion, and despair, but I

know that many were changed by

that millennium moment. Survival

does that. lt gives one some

sense of accomplishment, a hap-

piness of being alive, of crossing

the line of time, of moving from

the one millennium to the next.

The last decade oJ the

last century took us to the extreme

in many respects. New satellite

systems and digital technologY

have advanced medicine, sports,

and entertainment. Medicine has

pushed the envelope from organ

and tissue transplants to xeno-

transplantation and cloning.

Athletes are using electronics to

monitor heart and muscle

responses to train for greater

strength and speed for maximum

perlormance. The explosion of

dot-com online shopping has

increased retail sales to record

highs; DVD, HDTV, virtual reality,

and digital animation have taken

us to new worlds, Digital technol-

ogy brought the New Year celebra-

tions from around the world into

our Iiving rooms. I predict a major

cultural ren-

aissance,
Many are

embracing
the diversity

of the world

and borrow-

ing ideas and

knowledge
f rom people

and places we

never had

access to

before,
Because of

our advanced

scholarship,

and peda-

gogy, new

doors of

knowledge
have opened to thought and inclu-

sion. The American society is

shifting. There are more people of

color living, working, and going to

school in this country than ever

before, Travel is easy; there are

more immigrants coming to the

United States from Latin American

and Asian countries than

European countries. Smaller

number of immigrants are coming

from places like Sri Lanka,

Pakistan, Korea, Africa, the South

Pacific, and the Caribbean. But

we see them and the contributions

of their culture.

Satellite television is

bringing new worlds into our liv-

ing rooms, Major American cities

have Spanish speaking networks

with daytime soap operas, news,

music, and shows starring Latino

personalities, New f ruits and veg-

etables are staples in our super-

markets to accommodate our new

tastes in food, The world is

shrinking; sciences, cultures, and

religions are coming together and

merging traditions. All who are not

willing to keep up with the

changes in the culture and tech-

nology will be left in the digital

divide among the disadvantaged.

We will look at our future with a

new perspective and a netiv para-

digm. We are living in the best of

times in this world and in this mil-

lennium,
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colorez moi, stil vous plait!
THE GREAT SPACE RACE / RULES

yon'll need

one six-sided die, a coin or other token for each player.

rules
1) each player takes a turn by rolling the die and moving his token the number of spaces shown on the die,

2)the player must follow any instructions on the space he lands on.

3) when a player gets within six or less spaces of the finish, he must roll the exact number to win.

All Wired Up
Which computer is plugged irrto
the robot?

The Great Space Race.
FINISHI
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next turn,

Slop to plck
Venus llowers. Switch to

Robot Pilot.
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24 33
Travel
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speod of
licht.
G-oto 15.

SpacePatrol
stops you for
6peeding.
Miss next turn.

19

C]map.
Forgot your

START

4

Forgot your
spac€ gogglss.
Go back to 17.

Hitch ride

two spaces.-

ona
comet.

Move ahead

26.

16

Fill up with
solar tuel.
Move ahead
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New College, a program

in the College of Arts

and Sciences at The

Univeisity of Alabama, is

designed for the inde-
pendent and highly
motivated individual. lt
offers each student the
opportunity to create

and pursue a personal-

ized program of study
leading to a bachelor of
arts or a bachelor of
science degree. New

College allows students

to take courses in all ten

divisions at The

University of Alabama,'

thereby providi"n$#&..

excellent opportunlti

to sample a variety of ...li{{
academic and caresr f
choices. New College

graduates have been

highly successful in

finding careers in

business, industry, and

in higher education. lf

you would like more

information, feel free to

phone, write, or visit us,

l,',

Joe Brown
college of arts and sciences I the university of alabam a I 107 carmichael hall / box 870229 I

tuscaloosa, al 35487-0029 / phone 205134814600 / info@nc.ua.edu / www.as.ua.edu/nc


